
science
Mete'orites rval-alienconditions

One of the best records of ex-
traterrestrial conditions are contained
by meteorites.

The study- and recovery of
meteorites provides a natural record of
cosmic rays, solar activity and, other
conditions of the environment frôm
which it'came. Mteorites are one of the
few rocks not extensively worked upon..
by the earth's environment and as such
provide data on questions ranging from
original planet formation to the com-
position of the earth's core.

Meteorite research in 'Aberta
received its impetus from the fall of thie
Bruderheim meteorite near Edmonton
ini 1960. (Meteorites are named after the
town nearest the faîl.) fragments of the
:rock together weighed over 300 kg,
niaking it the largest faîl in Canada.

As a resuit of the fall, the National
Research Council (NRC) formed an
associate committee on mneteorites
whîch in turn spurred the development
of the Meteorite Observational and,
Recovery Project (MORP).

.MORP established a prairie-wide
camera network which allows for *the
recovery of meteorites before they are
substantially eroded. The- network
recorded. the fail of the Innisfree
meteorite in February, 1977, only the
third such time such an event has ever
been recorded in the world.

- This motorlte le part of the U of A coiheflto. hous.d hl 1h. Agritoulturq bldg.

MORP also investigates meteorite
'Tmids," for which there is no informa-'
tion regarding its descent. In fact much

reaiv perspectives
by W. Reid Glenn

CANDU reactors operate as good
converters and have the- possibility of
becoming excellent breeders (with the-
use of thorium additions in the fuel).
Thorium is a fertile material; can be
transmuted into U-233 and is found in
much larger quantities than uranium in
Canada. U-233 is the best possible fissile
material for a thermal reactor's appetite
and cai lie ' ê&ily created with a
CANDU reactor without significant
modifications. Thus as the price of
natural uranium fuel increases, thorium
can be combined with the uranium fuel
to vastly extend the lifetime of nuclear
power in Canada. The neutron efficien-
cy of the CANDU reactor again allows
the natural resources of Canada te be
efficiently'exploited.

All other breeder reactor designs
sufer in comparison, as one shaîl see.

A breeder reactor is one in which
more fuel is created by the nuclear fires
than is consumed. A convertor does not
quite produce as much as it burris while
a burner reactor creates little or no extra
fuel. It is inevitable if future power is to
be derived from the atom that breeder
reactors are necessary in order to extend
te infinity the finite fissile reserves of our
planet. The CANDU reactor is a slow
breeder primarily designed for low
grade heat production and is quan-
titatively safer than the horrendous
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) pawned off as progress by the
rest of the nuclear club (Britain, France,
West Germany, U.S.A.).

LMFBR are solely designed for
breeding 'and do not employ a
moderator to slow down fast neutrons.
Sînce the neutrons are only slowed by
converting other materials, this means
that the energy of a neutron in the core
of a LMFBR will be, on average, a
million times that of an average neutron
in a CANDU core. This situation is very
conducive to transmuting materials but
also very difficult to control, cool and
maintain.

Maintenance problems occur from
the deleterious effects that these atomic
missiles have on the material which
makes up the core. Very exotic alloy
steels are blended to be able to withs-
tand the constant neutron bombard-
ment. However, when the materials are
stressed, they exhibit, a phenomenon
known as creep; a gradual, permanent
deformation caused by their strains.

In the highly successful Pickering
reactors, for example, it has become
necessary to retube the fuel bundie
channels because of creep caused in the

tnetal tubes. LM FBR ýof the past have
suffered this problemn also, The Enrico
Fermi reactor almost molted down (lhe'
Chinaý Syndrome) because a cooling
channel was, blocked by a piece of the,
core structure which bece loose
inside the core. The fact that Detroit was,
not lost because of this in cident was very
fortunate for all concerned.. Since-the neutrons are s0 energetîc
within the LMFBR core the heat'
generated per unit area is correspon-
dingly greater than in a conventional
thermal nuclear reactor. The heat flux is
so great that water cannot be cmployed
and liquids with high thermal conduc-
tivities are required (liquid metals sucli
as lithium, sodium and potassium).
Their' disadvantages are legion; cor-,
rosiveness, the ability to become highly,
radioactive and their unstable nature at
flowing conditions.

In aniy reactor it is necessary to
transfer heat from the coré to an open
steamn cycle. The heat is transferred by
heat exchangers containing liquid,
metals on one side and water on the
other in a LMFBR. Any leaks in these,
large, highly stressed vessels will cause
radioactive chemical reactions that
release great amounts of heat.. An these.
situations, smal! tube break can cause
extensive,. possibly catastrophic
damage.

The CANDU reactor employa
heavy water which, if maintained pure
and without gases, is non-corrosive and_
does not 'become- radioactive. The
contaminants which aie radioactive
within the fluid are easily remoaved by
water treatment techniques (similar to
water softeners). Leaks in CANDU style
heat exchangers do occur but only
involve the loss of heavy water into the
envîronmient, a- costly but not very
dangerous occurance as compared with
a similar LMFBR incident.

The control problern is a funiction
of the reactor design. The CANDU
system has considerable inertia in the
moderator and the period of the reactor
(the time it takes a neutron given off in a
fission reaction to start another) is long.
This allows easy control since.the plant
responids slowly to levels of criticality
(i.e. the rate at which fission reactions
take place). The fast breeder's period is
much shorter and so must be much more
quickly controlled and monitered to
prevent accidents.

The next article Will describe the
differences in core cooling between the
CANDU and other thermal reactors
and why again the CANDU system is
safe.

of a eo0t' time is spe-nt in-'.
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winspie
Dr. Gordon~ Rostoker, one of the

,word's..Mriot auirities on the
physiei .41phenornenon responsible for
the ý Northern Lights,- is the 1979,
recipieu of the Steaçic -Prime

Thec. 4waz& whivh indudcs a cash.
prize of $1,000, -is pmented iiallybye
a cQmmittee oôf distine-m*!hedCýaadi'n.
scielitists for outsàning .scienîtific
research inCad.

While , graduate _jtude#It,-
,Rostolker conceived that hi ke! t
unravllgtoy4re of the aurora

in- thdsgofan ar#ofrccording
instruqzents capablt-,,gf measuring the
varyzng ý magnotzc. ficid of -thé earth.
shrniltanoÏly at seyeral différent
points aopm hesaine meridian. He-
established t1iesce instrumonts at the U of
A shortly after lie joined staff as a
physics professorini W98.

Information ,,atbzeredhas- been
used to develop a number of successful
theores on the rapidly changing aurora
displays.-The changes apparently are'
çloiely reIgted . o, changes in the .iii-

terplan a îèete ield and are
ultiimately caused by the sun.,

exhibition
Over 90 specimens of birds and

mammals are -featured in
Zoogeography, an exhibit that depicts
the global distribution patterns of birds
and tmamfmals.

The exhibit will be on! display at the
Provincial.Museurn, from December 15
to March 18.'

Zoogeography looks at the comn-
position and -distribution of exisiting>
wildlife fréim aàhistorical perspective.
The exhibit looks back over the past 200
million years and examnines the.effect of
movemient df the. continents through
continential drift,,and major geographic,
barriers such as the sthmus of Panama,'
pointing out how the degree of isolation,
can effect. the uhiqueness of a region's
wildlife.

The exhibit is sponsored by Alberta
Culture.

the department. Often however, in the
case of the Skiff meteorite, careful
investigation is rewarded with the
recovery of a prime specimen.
Meteorites are actually a rare
phenomeinon, as most mneteors burn on
entry to the earth's atmosphere - at
night they are observed as shooting
stars.

Dr. Johann Steiner, aprofessor of
geology and a member o MORP, is
concem'red, about the possibility- of
meteorites on the ice fields of Northern
Canada. The recent discovery by the,
Japanese and Amenican expeditions. of
nearly 1000 fragments on Arctic icefield
could be well worth searching, said
Steiner: Steiner said, he was ýalso
concerned that the Americans could
well afford to outfit an expedition into
the area and thus capitalize on what
mûst be considered an important part of
Canada's scientific heritage.

Steiner said he hopes that a
program will be established for scien-
tists in other disciplines and persons on
Ellesmere Island for industrial reasons,
to educate themn on the basic. techniques
of meteorite identification and recovery.

Steiner is also curator of the
university's meteorite collection, housed
in the Agriculture Building. The colle-
tion is one of the most expansive in
Canada.
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